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Confused Head 43, Posca pen and collage on found paper, 25 x 19cm, 2016
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Introduction
That Head That Head is a multicomponent practice-based output that represents a body of 
work comprised of 900 drawings, developed over a period of four years and disseminated 
through twenty-four exhibitions. Supported by funding from Arts Council England, it has 
sought to rigorously interrogate drawing’s capacity to act as non-verbal form of 
communication; investigating the immediacy of the drawn mark through consciously imposed 
restrictions on the artist’s materials and motifs. It has created a vocabulary of form that 
operates at the forefront of the field of contemporary drawing that articulates dimensions of 
classed and gendered subjectivity hitherto silenced by hierarchies of culture and society.    
The discourse on contemporary drawing has argued that it is a medium which can offer 
powerful tools to challenge ideologically driven conventions of art and culture, enabling 
artists to navigate and transform difference into new forms of representation (Dexter, 2005; 
Downs et al., 2011; Meskimmon & Sawdon; 2016). In this regard, this submission’s material 
exploration of social class and sexual difference builds on and develops existing analyses of 
the impact of gender on drawing (Meskimmon & Sawdon; 2016). Its playful enquiry 
repurposes historically weighted signifiers of class, such as ignorance and the masses and the 
division of professional and family life to articulate experiences of cultural displacement, 
countering that isolation by exploring the social dimension of art making through drawing 
and curatorial decision making.
This body of work has been disseminated nationally and internationally; in two solo 
exhibitions, Platform A, Middlesbrough (2017) and the Rabley Drawing Centre, Wiltshire 
(2016); and toured in numerous group exhibitions including four prestigious national drawing 
prizes Derwent (2014); Jerwood (2017-18; 2014-15, Award winner: Special Commendation; 
2017-18) and Trinity Buoy (2019-20). It was also a catalyst to the ACE project ‘Mentoring for 
Professional Development’ supported by Prof Anita Taylor (Dundee) and a peer review article 
in published the journal Drawing: Research, Theory, Practice (2017).       
Confused Head 36 , 22 x 14cm, Posca pen and collage on book cover, 2017 3
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Trinity Buoy Wharf Drawing Prize 2019Jerwood Drawing Prize Catalogue 2017 
Research Questions
Within the theoretical, historical and practice-based context of 
contemporary drawing this body of work asks:
How can classed and gendered subjectivity be inscribed 
through an exploration of visual form through drawing that, to 
borrow from Robert Rauschenberg, puts its ‘trust in 
materials’? (Hunter: 2016)
How can an exploration of social class through drawing call for 
and develop curatorial strategies that embody and enhance 
the work’s research imperatives? 
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Installation view The Prison Drawing Project, (Scarborough Old Jail), 2016)
Methods and Processes 1 
This body of work investigates the way in which 
material choices shape aesthetic decisions to 
transform and signify differences of class and gender 
through drawing. Inspired by Rauschenberg’s 
rejection of pre-determined ‘ideas’ and ‘trust in 
materials’, the outcomes of each drawing are 
indebted to the surface to which they respond 
(Hunter, 2016). Inspired by Rauschenberg’s series of 
cardboard collages (1970-72), these works reject the 
uniform, pristine nature of new professional grade 
paper in favour of ready to hand, reclaimed 
materials such as old book covers, greetings cards 
and used jigsaw boxes. These affordable materials 
are yellowed with age, stained by coffee, tea and 
grease. Frequently marked by the names, addresses 
and dedications of previous owners these supports 
testify to previous use and social exchange. From 
their very beginning these highly accessible 
materials underscores the democratic ambition that 
the work strives to achieve.
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Robert Rauschenberg, Cardbird Door, (1970-71), 
Collage and Pint 203 x 76 x 28 cm 
Imagined Environments Jigsaw Box (24x18cm), Graphite, 
paper collage, 2018
Confused Head 25 (25x19cm), Confused Head 50 (2017) 25x19cm), Confused Head 22 (24x18cm), Posca pen, paper collage, tape and ink on book covers, 2016 7
Blue Head 3 (22x14cm), Blue Head 6 (24x16), Blue Head 16 (36x16cm), Posca pen and paper collage on found book covers, 2016 8
Methods and Processes 2
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Head Balance 9, 2018 38x19cm 24x19cm, 
Ink, collage on book covers. 
Tal R, The Somethings, (2005-




The imperfect context that each surface provides accentuates the 
drawing’s pursuit of an aesthetics of ‘awkwardness’, which is 
informed by a ‘dialectic’ of materials and composition rather than 
‘style’ (Sillman, Frieze, 2015). Lines and collaged forms jostle with 
the edges, folds, marks and stains of each support to elicit a 
tension where elements simultaneously cohere and resit one 
another. These works are ill at ease, drawing a sense of discomfort 
out into the open to affirm it through a naive vocabulary of mark 
making. These drawings take permission from the child-like 
process and dissonant compositions of artists such as Louise 
Bourgeois and Tal R, building on their compositional strategies in 
order to interrogate the interstitial displacement of class and 
gender by intensely working a head motif.           
Clockwise from top left Head Blue Head 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 12, Approx. 24x17cm, Posca pen and collage on book covers, 2016 
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Fig… Head 1 (35x27cm), Head 2 (30x28cm), Found paper, ink, gaffer tape, 2016
1
1
Clockwise from top left Head 9, 4, 10, 7, 3, 8,  5, 6, Approx. 35x32cm, Found paper, ink, gaffer tape, 2016-17 12
Fig… Head Balance 9, 38x19cm, Head One-sided 24x19cm, Ink, collage on book covers, 2018 13
Methods and Processes 3  
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The head motif emerged through a synthesis of raw line and 
collaged flat colour, following the birth of Taylor’s first child. 
Working simultaneously on multiple drawings in intense bursts, 
crowds of variously confused, conflicted and menacing heads began 
to emerge on the walls of the studio. Viewed collectively these 
clusters of mute yet raucous figures call to one another, visually 
challenging and re-appropriating historical signifiers of class such as 
the hoard, ignorance and the primitive (Williams: 1988). Griselda 
Pollock has argued that the animality that has historically inflected 
these stereotypes of the working class fused with the maternal in 
the figure of the wet-nurse (1999). The corporeality of the wet-
nurse stood counter to codes of bourgeois femininity and it is the 
immediacy and physicality of maternal experience that inflects the 
making of this body of work.
The modular way of working that characterises the Head drawings 
developed in response to the need to balance professional practice 
and family life. These spheres, hitherto separated by academic and 
social convention, collapsed as the studio became a shared, 
somewhat chaotic intergenerational space full of energy and 
disruption in order to accommodate childcare. The drawings fed on 
this energy and became slowly infused with the materials that the 
children used; emerging through a contestation of direct gestures 
and forms shaped by the material constraints of dirty found paper 
and obstinate, sticky and sickly materials such as gaffer tape. 
Through this exertion and the brute physicality of that environment 
these works came to embody what Norman Bryson (2003) called 
drawing’s capacity to embody the being and becoming of the artist. Studio, Stonegrave, North Yorkshire, 2018.
Head A (24x19cm), ink, tape, paper 
on found book covers, 2018
Head Shapes 1 (25x18), Head Shapes 2 (25x18), ink and paper on book cover, 2016 15
Fig…Head Balance 1 (22x19), Head Balance 2 (23x17), Ink and paper collage on found book covers, 2017 16
Fig… Mouth Balance 2 (29x21cm), Mouth Balance 1 (27x19cm), Mouth Balance 3 (26x21cm), Graphite, house-hold paint, paper on found book covers, 2018 17
Head J (25x20cm), Head E (23x18cm), Head D (23 x19cm), ink, tape, paper on found book covers, 2018 
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Methods and Processes 4
In the studio one of the most salient features of this body of 
work was the collective force of the heads as they called to each 
other and the viewer from their place on the wall. As the work 
moved from the studio to exhibition, however, it became clear 
that the awkward and imperfect nature of the work was at odds 
with the conventional white glass frames in which the drawings 
were shown. It became apparent in the Rabley Drawing Centre 
solo show That Head That Head (2016) that this form of curation 
formalised and separated the works from one another in a way 
that ran counter to the material dialogue and simultaneity that 
characterised their making.  
This curatorial dilemma can be seen in the presentation of serial 
works by artists such as Louise Bourgeois (2004). Overcoming 
the obstacles presented by the curation of the work thus 
became part of the practice, rather than a matter of 
retrospective dissemination. The Arts Council England funded 
Prison Drawing Project (Scarborough 2016) was a pivotal turning 
point in the presentation of the work. This pop-up exhibition 
took place over one weekend in February, with limited time to 
install it and the provision that no walls were to be damaged 
(drilled etc) during the install. The need to use temporary fixings 
and work quickly meant that the works were exhibited unframed 
and presented as they had emerged in the studio. These clusters 
reclaimed the work from the commercial polish of high art, 
reconnecting them with their materials and with them 
aesthetics of the everyday.
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Louise Bourgeois,  Tous les Cinque II, 
(2004), 76 mixed media drawings, 
24.1 x 20.3 cm
That Head, That Head, Solo Show, 
Rabley Drawing Centre, Wiltshire (2016)
The Prison Drawing Project,
Dean Road Prison, Scarborough, 
2016
That Head, That Head, 
Rabley Drawing Centre, Wiltshire, Sept 2016
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The Prison Drawing Project,
Dean Road Prison, Scarborough, 2016
Installation shots, Some Spaces Left, Solo Show, Platform A, Middlesbrough, Nov 2017- Jan 2018
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Installation shot Some Spaces Left, Solo Show, Platform A, Middlesbrough, Nov 2017- Jan 2018 – work exhibited, publicity 
material
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Work exhibited, Some Spaces Left, Platform A, Middlesbrough, 
Nov 2017- Jan 2018 23
Methods and Processes 5
By the putting the heads back together for exhibition greater 
attention had been drawn to the significance of the gaps between 
drawings; to the unsaid that lies beneath their cacophonous 
cackle. The solo exhibition Some Spaces Left at Platform A, 
Middlesbrough  (2017-18) interrogated the significance of this 
gap, exploring the compositional and social dynamic of the 
practice by grouping works in irregular frames and unframed. 
This curatorial strategy embodied the methods of the artist’s Arts 
Council England funded project Mentoring for Professional 
Development (£9,235) which sought to break the day to day 
isolation in which the artist worked in rural North Yorkshire. The 
purpose of the funding was to enable Taylor to build on her 
existing connections within the drawing community through the 
Derwent and Jerwood drawing prizes to nurture her practice. 
Working with artists and curators (including Professor Anita 
Taylor, Dundee and Kate Brindley, Chief Curator at Chatsworth 
House) enabled Taylor to interrogate her aesthetic decisions and 
the art historical and social dialogues that enabled it. As such 
Some Spaces Left is a tangible representation of this project’s 
desire to generate drawings by negotiating creative relationships 
with others through a non-verbal, inherently human medium 
(Dexter, 2005).  
Drawing Projects UK, Wiltshire 
Residency July 2016
Insights
This body of work transforms the lived experience of class and sexual 
difference into new forms of representation through drawing. Its insights are 
indebted to the rigorous interrogation of a single motif, the head, which has 
extended the reach of the materials utilised by this practice from pens and 
pencils, paper and collage to curating in the gallery space.  
The execution of this motif rejects the trope of idealised ‘celibate’ artistic and 
intellectual labour, which has divided knowledge production from family life 
since the eighteenth century (Rousseau; 2008). By harvesting the energy of a 
studio shared with children, its awkward and raucous aesthetic reclaims and 
repurposes the ‘instinctual physicality’ of being that has been a central trope 
in the denigration of class and gender (Pollock: 1999). The vocabulary of brute 
form that marks these drawings, moreover, invokes the historical signifiers of 
social class; the ‘blockheaded’ and the unthinking herd of the ‘masses’ 
(Williams: 1988). As such it is a body of work that synthesises anxieties around 
artistic and intellectual legitimacy to affirm the creative and intellectual worth 
of interstitial difference. 
The material decisions that underpin the making and exhibition of these 
drawings probe the limits of the fundamental proposition that drawing is an 
inherently social, non-verbal means of communication (Dexter: 2005). The 
dialogues between these drawings, and the art historical and creative 
communities that informed them enact a tireless imperative to reach out to 
others and provide a model with which to challenge cultural displacement 
born of prejudice.
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Blue Head 2, Posca pen and collage on book cover,  25x19cm, 2016
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Imagined Environments Colour 1 
(23x27cm), Found papers, graphite, 2018
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Appendix 1: SALLY TAYLOR: Head Drawings, Solo publication, 2017
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